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ions.
The final average values of all experiments

with "0beams, where the corrections discussed
above are small, are Q2+(~'oSm) = —1.25+0.2 b,
corrected for a transient field precession of 0.1',
and Q~('"Pt) = 0.77+0.5 b, corrected for a tran-
sient field precession of 0.05 . These values
agree well with the previous results of —1.31
+0.19 for Sm and 0.68*0.13 for Pt obtained by
the traditional reorientation technique. "

Unfortunately, experimental errors are still
too large to draw conclusions about the sign of
the interference term in the latter analysis. The
present results support the view that the quadru-
pole moment of the first 2' state of ~' Sm is larg-
er than rotational. The magnitude of Q for "'Pt
is smaller than rotational, in agreement with the
prediction of Kumar and Baranger, "who also
predict the oblate shape.
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We investigate the question of quantum-electrodynamic radiative corrections to atomic
transition frequencies. It is shown that the Heisenberg equations of motion allow a novel
and fruitful exploitation of the concept of radiation reaction.

Quantum electrodynamics (QED) is usually re-
garded as the most successful example of a quan-
tum field theory. Its predictions have been veri-
fied time after time by experiments of very high
precision. Nevertheless, the logical foundations
of QED are apparently unsound and encumbered
with difficulties which have occupied the attention
of large numbers of physicists. ' '

It has been pointed out repeatedly"'"' that the
conceptual indirectness of QED is one of its pri-

mary shortcomings. A simple, intuitive, gener-
al explanation for the most elementary radiative
corrections to magnetic moments, spontaneous
level shifts, and level widths has yet to be given. '
In connection with atomic-level shifts and widths,
renewed attempts" have been made recently to
provide logically consistent alternatives to the
usual QED by building on the intuitively clear
classical idea of radiation reaction. These at-
tempts have the very attractive feature that the
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ordinary time-dependent perturbation theory is
not necessary for their calculations. Several
authors" have suggested that a theory which
works directly with the dynamical variables of a
problem may be superior to one which is phrased
in terms of SchrMinger-picture probability am-
plitudes. A theory based on the Heisenberg pic-
ture would, at the least, come much closer in
spirit to classical physics (and in particular to
the spirit of I orentz's work) where one's insights
and intuitions may be more firmly founded.

%e have taken these questions, comments, and
suggestions seriously in considering some of the
simplest nontrivial problems of electrodynamics.
We have found that if QED itself is formulated in
terms of its dynamical equations of motion, then
lt 18 possible to obtRln nonperturbatlve approxi-
mate expresslon8 fol varloUs 1 RdlRtlve correc-
tions, such as atomic frequency shifts and level
widths. '

In this Letter, we illustrate the basic ideas and
utility of our approach to QED by concentrating
on the problem of spontaneous emission from a
fictitious two-level atom. ' A two-level model
atom has been associated with the problem of nat-

!

ural linewidth from the beginning, ' and forms the

basis of the Lee model used in discussing scat-
tering and decay in quantum field theory. " In
our approach we solve approximately the Heisen-
berg equations for the electromagnetic field. The
field solution 18 then substituted into the atomic
operator equations. Radiation-reaction effects
are evident: The part of the field due to the atom-
ic source current drives the atomic operators.
We readily identify the radiative cor rections with-
out enc OUnte 1"lng re no rmal iz Rtlon d lve 1 gene e8.

Since the atom has only two energy levels,
there are only four atomic matrix elements, and
thus only four independent atomic operators in
the problem. One of these may be taken to be the
unit operator. The other three are the dynami-
cal variables of the atom: the atom's unperturbed
energy, and the absorptive and dispersive parts
of its electric dipole moment. Following Dlcke 8
dimensionless notation, " these are written R,,
;(R++R ), and ,i(R ——R+), where R+ and R
may be identified as the two atomic operators
which raise and lower the state of the atom, re-
spectively. They are normalized to obey angular-
momentum algebra: [R„R,]=+ R„etc.

In this notation, in the dipole approximation
Rnd neglecting the A, ' term, the Hamiltonian for
the problem may be written

O'=5+,R,(t) +i {~,d/c) [R+ (t) —R (t) ]A,(0, t) +Q~h&u1a„~(t)a~(t).

Here xo is the atom's transition frequency in the absence of interactions; d is the magnitude of the lin-
ear electric-dipole matrix element; and A, (0, t) is the component of the vector-potential operator along
the direction of the dipole moment, evaluated at the center of the a,tom. It is useful to expand A, (0, t)
in terms of the usual photon creation and destruction operators:

Here g1„=(271kc'/&u&V)'~'e1, „, V is the volume of the quantization region, and A. indexes both wave vector
and polarization. As llsual, [a1(t), a1~ {t)] = t1yy~.

The Heisenberg equations of motion are

dR, /dt =(~,d/mc)[R, {t)+R (t)]A„(0, t),

dR, /dt =+its,R, —2(~, d/Nc)R, (t)A„(0, t),

da1, /dt = —iu&1a1(t) +(~,d/hc) g„,[R+{t)—R (t)].
The equation for a1(t) is basically simpler than the atomic equation because it contains no operator
products, and it may be integrated formally:

a~(t) =a~(t) + (~,d/kc) g1„$ dt'[R+(t') —R (t')] exp[- i&u~(t t') ], —

(3)

(4)

(6)

where az"(t) =a~(0) exp(- i+1t) is the free field or "vacuum part" of the solution.
Of course Eqs. (3), (4), and (6) cannot be solved explicitly. However, as far as the atom is con-

cerned, spontaneous radiative decay is a very slow process, requiring many millions of cycles of di-
pole oscillation, on the average, before it is complete. Thus we assume that R,(t) may be written S,(t)
x exp(a iu, t), where S,(t) is an unknown operator whose time variation, compared with exp(+ i&a, t), is
very slow. Then the second term in (6), which we denote by a~'(t) and call the "source part" of the
quantized field, may safely be approximated by replacing S,{t ) by S,(t) outside the integral. The inte-
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gral can then be carried out and, for sufficiently long times t, a~'(t) may be expressed in terms of

R,(t) and Heitler's & function [i&(x) =lim, . I dT exp(ixT) =i p/x+m&(x)]:

a&'(t) = i(~.d/@c)~"[R -(t) &*(&.—~.) —R. (t) &*(&.+ &o)] ~

(The designation "source part" for a~'(t) serves as a reminder that the contribution of the second term
in (6) to the vector potential (2) is the analog of the inhomogeneous or source term in the retarded-
time solution of the classical wave equation: A(r, t) =c 'Jd'r' lr —r'I '[J(r', t)]„,.)

As time goes on, the source and vacuum parts of the field-mode operator fail to commute with each
other: While the vacuum part a~"(t) always operates in the Hilbert space of the free field, the source
operators R,(t), which make up a~ (t), evolve into the joint atom-field space. That this must be the
case is already shown by the occurrence of A~(0, t) in Eqs. (3) and (4). However, it may be shown' that
both the vacuum part as well as the total-mode operator a~(t) =a~"(t) +a~'(t) continue to obey Bose com-
mutation relations for all time. Thus the "fundamental mathematical difficulty" of QED in the Heisen-
berg picture, discovered by Nesbet, "is spurious. It arises from an incomplete treatment of the vac-
uum part of the field. Other versions of this "difficulty" occur in the work of Series' and Bullough"
and have a similar resolution.

In order to obtain a complete solution to the coupled atom-field spontaneous emission problem, one
would have to put ( ) into (3) and (4) and integrate the atomic equations. This is not possible to do ex-
plicitly, "and is fortunately also unnecessary.

For our present purpose it is enough to derive the vacuum expectation value of the dipole operator
itself. After (6) has been approximately integrated as above and substituted into (4), one finds'~

(d/dt)(R, (t)) —i~,(R,(t)) = (- i~ ——,'A)(R, (t)) ~ H. c. (8)

The real and the imaginary parts of the coefficient of (R, ) on the right-hand side of (8) act to modify
the natural frequency coo and thus impart a width and a shift to the transition. In the continuum limit
of the mode sums, the real part becomes one half the usual Einstein A coefficient, as expected:

A = ,' (~,'d—'/h c') Jo [&(&u ~- ~,) + 5 (cu ~+ ~,) ]~„d~ ~,

while the imaginary part, the frequency shift, is

BENT

(doer

P P
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35C 2 tT C o l K ~ (L)0 4L) ~ + (d 0

This expression for the shift is remarkable on
several counts. In the first place it does not
agree with the standard expression for the Weiss-
kopf-Wigner frequency shift. ' This is because of
the term 1/(~~+&a, ) in the integrand. In the sec-
ond place, again because of the same term, the
leading divergence of 6 is not linear, but mere-
ly logarithmic, as it must be in a correct non-
relativistic calculation. " And, thirdly, ~ is not
merely similar to, but exactly the same as, the
completely mass-renormalized frequency shift
which one could calculate in second-order non-
relativistic perturbation theory (however, see
Ref. 15).

A number of conclusions follow from these re-
sults. The simplest is that the usual treatments'
of the Weisskopf-Wigner problem involve an im-
portant oversight. Even Khllen's careful discus-
sion' misses the point that if the essential states
assumption is relaxed enough to admit sum-fre-
quency terms [such as R+(t) in Eq. (7)], the prob-
lem can stil1 be solved almost exactly, and for

(10)

the frequency shift one then finds the equivalent
of Bethe's result. "

Furthermore, some very recent work on many-
atom emission phenomena is flawed by the same
oversight, but in a more serious way. Although
the original Weisskopf-Wigner solution was not
claimed to provide insight into the frequency-
shift problem, the essential states method has
been adopted widely to attack problems in corre-
lated many-atom systems. Where questions of
frequency shifts are raised, "this work must be
re-examined.

In addition, our results show that the conven-
tional "explanation" of spontaneous decay, that
"the vacuum fluctuations 'stimulate' the atom to
emit spontaneously, ""need not be adopted. Our
work shows, in fact, that the vacuum part of the
field, a~'(t), plays essentially no role in deter-
mining either the frequency shift 6 or the decay
rate A.

It seems to us that a much more natural inter-
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pretation of our (quantum electrodynamic) re-
sults, based on the old idea of radiation reaction,
is to be preferred. One sees in the transition
from Eq. (4) to Eq. (8) that the vacuum part of
the field drops away, and the total Lamb shift
and decay I'ate come from the souI'ce part of the
field in interaction with the atom. That is, in
very classical language, it is not the presence of
vacuum fieMs but of the dipole's own radiation
fieM, the source field, that modifies the atom's
characteristics in such a way as to produce a fi-
nite decay rate and a shift of the noninteractlng
natural transition frequency.

We speculate that our method is more general
than the simple model presented in this Letter
would suggest, and can provide an interpretation
of radiative col I'ectlons in otheI' situations. In
particular we have in mind the real many-level-
atom Lamb shift, ' many-atom emission phenom-
ena, resonance fluorescence, and the anomalous
moment of the electron. "
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A scaling relation, d in[0„(s}]/d le -P(n//lns), for high-energy production of n parti-
cles is proposed. Thi. s relation is supposed to be valid for large n and large s. An exten-
sion to present energies is suggested and compared with experiment.

8
lim —[Ino„(Y)]=p( p).

n, F ~ ~;n/7=P
(2)

If this relation is true then the left-hand side,
which is a priori a function of two variables, n
and F, approaches at high energies a nontriviaI
function of their ratio.

The assumptions necessary to establish (2) are
the following:

(I) Correlations in inclusive production are
taken to be of short range. ' More generally we
assume the existence of the thermodynamic limit
of the Feynman fluid analog' to multiparticle
production, Spec ifically if

Q(z, l') =Qz" o„(Y),

we assume that the following limit exists:

lnQ(z, Y)lim -- ' =p z,Y

Various models of high-energy production
yield limiting (in energy) relations for certain
experimental quantities. It is a hope that devia-
tions from these relations are small at present
large but. finite energies and that we may con-
front these theoreticaI ideas with current data.
In this note I present a scaling relation for a
quantity related to 0„, the cross section for pro-
ducing n particles of a certain type. The index
n may refer to charged particles, negative par-
ticles, pions, etc. %e consider a process where
these n particles are produced by an incident
state whose center-of-mass energy is vs. I.et

Y= a ln(s/s, );

s, and a are at present arbitrary but finite. The
limiting relation we propose is

with p(z) some finite function of the parameter z.
(2) We need an assumption about the rate of

decrease of a'„(Y) with 1' fixed and n increasing.
The simplest; assumption is that 0„=0 for n

&N{Y) where iV'(Y) is bounded by a power of Y.
(The kinematic limit cV=v~s/rn is not sufficient. )
The stringent requirement that 0„=0 for n & N
could be relaxed to a smooth but rapid decrease.
Not wishing to get involved in delicate details we
use the above simple assumption. ~

In the Feynman fluid analog Q(z, Y) corresponds
to the grand canonical partition function, and
p(z) to the pressure as a function of the fugacity
z.' In this framework v„(Y) is the ana. log of the
partition function in the canonical ensemble and
(2) is just the relation between this partition
function and the pressure which is a function of
the density p. The derivation of the equivalence
of the two ways of obtaining the pressure is iden-
tical to that in statistical mechanics' and will not
be reproduced here.

As mentioned previously (2) is to hold for large
n and V. If we wish to test it with presently avail-
able data we must decide on what value to assign
to s, in (I). For present energies the value of
s, may be crucial for the test of (2). An appeal-
ing suggestion comes from the Quid analog itself.
I' is related to the length of the plateau in one-
particle inclusive production, and the average
inelastic multiplicity, (n), is in this analog di-
rectly proportional to V. Thus, it is plausible
that a proper continuation of (2) to present ener-
gies is to replace Y by (n). The scaling hypothe-
sis we propose to test is

-['
)

&n[v. (&n))]=) ([")).
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